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Crash bandicoot 100 guide

100% completion is the act of collecting everything in a video game. In most Bandicott Crush games, players can pass the 100% mark. Sometimes, there are even rewards for getting 100%. In almost all crash games, getting 100% required for the real end. Crash Bandicoot In this game, the highest
percentage is 100%. To get 100%, the player must beat each level and boss, collect all the gems, and collect both keys. Although it is possible to access stormy rise through hacking, not clearing the level and not receiving its clear gem increases the percentage of completion of the game. The percentage
is rounded down to the nearest lottery number. For example, with 15 levels, 7 gems and one key, the value is 40/88≈45.45%, which rounds down to 45%. You can't get a total of 8%, 16%, 24%, 33%, 41%, 49%, 58%, 66%, 74%, 83%, 91%, or 99%. Among all 33 levels (including bosses), N. Sanity Beach
is available from the start, while The Great Hall, Der Cortex, Whole Pig and Fumbling in the Dark count as 32 unlockable levels but don't count towards the percentage, leaving 28 levels counting toward percentages. Item Number % Item Value % from Item Level 2/88≈2.27% 28 56/88≈63.64% Pearl
1/88≈1.14% 26 26/8 8 8≈29.55% Key 3/88≈3.41% 2 6/88≈6.82% Total N/A 60 100% Crash Bandicoot 2: Cortex Strikes Back in This Game, The highest percentage is 100%. To get 100%, the player must collect all 25 crystals and collect all 42 gems. In addition, although you can get the red pearl from
Snow Go and the box gem from way to destruction without going through the secret warp room, each of the five warp into the secret warp room also adds 1% of the player's completion percentage, so the player must access all those warp to the secret warp room to get 100%. However, the player can see
the 100% end simply by simply having all the crystals and all the gems and defeating Der Neo Cortex, without necessarily having 100%. NTSC-you and PAL Item Number Value of Item Total % Crystal Item 2% 25* 50% Pearl 1% 42* 42% Secret Port 1% 5 5% Final Boss 3% 1 3% Total No/A 73 100%*
NTSC-J Item Total Item Value Number % Crystal Item 1% 25* 25% Clear Pearl 1% 37* 37% Coloured Gem 2% 5 10% Secret Exit 1% 5 5% Boss (excluding final boss) 4% 4% 16% Final Boss 6% 1 6% Get 10 Life from Polar 1% 1 1% Total N/A 78 100%* *Can be obtained up to 200% with 64 crystals and
64 gems using a fault known as additional cheat items. Bandicott Crash: Contested in this game, the highest percentage is 105%*. To get 105%, the player must collect all the crystals, collect all the gems, and collect gold or platinum remains at each level. By collecting all the crystals, gems, and sings (of
any kind) on the main levels (ie excluding hot ponytaim and Eggipus Rex), the player gets 100% and the other end can be expected and the platinum relic times appear. Hot ponytaile and Eggipus Rex are considered Levels, and player gets the extra 5% by following: 1% for hot coco pearl 1% for hot
ponyta;1% relic for Aggyps Rex Pearl 1% for Eggipus Rex Relic 1% for gem 45 purchased when the player achieved all other gems and gold or platinum relic in each level (including coke Hot And Eggipus Rex) Item % Value Number of Total Item % Crystal Item 1% 25% 25% Pearl 1% 45% Relic 1% 30%
Boss 1% 5% Total N/A 105%* *As in Crash 2, You can get much higher percentages through the same glitch. Crashing a racing team in this game, the highest percentage is 101%. To get 101%, the player must collect all the trophies, CTR tokens, gems, and have a gold or platinum relic on each track.
The actor can see a different ending, each of the character's epilogue can be seen, and they will have confetti. Item % Value Number of Total Item % From Cup Item 2% 16 32% CTR Token 1% 20 20% Pearl 1% 5% Relic 2% 18 36% Boss Key 1% 4 4% N. The challenge of oxide 2% 1 2% N. Final
challenge oxide 1% 1% 1% achieve all remnants of gold or platinum 1% 1% total N/A 63 101% Crash Bash In this game, the highest percentage is 200% when playing one player, or playing two players where the two selected characters are in the same group. To get 200%, the player must collect all the
trophies, gems, crystals, and all the remnants of gold and platinum. When playing a game two players with one good character and one bad character, 200% is achieved in the same way, and then there is a tiebreaker. After playing in the tiebreaker, the percentage rises to 201%. However, this works only
in the NTSC version of the game. The breach does not rise to 201% in pal's version, instead it remains at 200% even after the tiebreaker. Item % Item Value Number Of Item Total % From Item Cup 0.5%/1% 28 14%/28% Crystal 0.5%/1% 28 14%/28% Pearls 0.5%/1% 28 14%/28% Gold Relic 0.5%/1%
28 14%/28% Relic 1%/2% 28 28%/56% Boss 4%/8% 4 16%/32% Tiebreaker 1% 1% Total N/A 145 100%/201% Bandicoot Crash: Cortex's wrath in this game, the highest percentage is 106%. To achieve this percentage, the player must collect all crystals, gems, and remains. Any type of relic will suffice
because no additional percentage is given for gold or platinum remains. After receiving a 106% completion, the player can view the second end of the game by completing the crunch time boss battle again. This game contains 25 crystals, 46 gems, 30 remains, and 5 boss battles. Each constitutes 1%, so
the fact that these add up to 106 is the reason why total completion in this game is 106% instead of 100%. Item % Value Number of Total Item % Crystal Item 1% 25% 25% Pearl 1% 46 46% Relic 1% 30% Boss 1% 5% Total N/A 106 106% Bandicoot Crash: The Giant Adventure (XS) In this game, the
highest percentage is 101%. 100% is achieved by collecting all crystals, gems, and gold or platinum shets from the 20 main levels. Sapir Don't count towards completion. If the player defeats Cortex with 100% completion, the mega-mix level will be actionable as part of the second end of the
game. Purchasing the gemstone from this level will bring the percentage to 101%.  סך הכל5.55%≈4/72 4 1.39%≈1/72  בוס27.78%≈0/72 20 20 20 20 20 1.39%≈1/72  שריד40.28%≈29/72 29 1.39%≈1/72  פנינת27.78%≈20/72 20 1.39%≈1/72  מתוך פריט קריסטל%  מספר ערך של פריט מספר%  פריטN/A 73
73/72≈101.39% Crash Bandicoot 2: N-Tranced  טרופי. זהב וגם להביס את נ1- שילי פלטינה ו23  ולפחות, אבני חן, רסיסים פנינה, השחקן חייב לאסוף את כל הגבישים, השלמה101% כדי להגיע. Item % Item Value Number % From Crystal Item 1/76≈1.32% 21 21/76≈27.63% Pearl Shrapnel 1/76 ≈1 27/76≈15.79%
Pearl 1/76≈1.32% 27/76≈35.53% Relic 0.5/76≈0.66%* 24 12/76≈15.79%* Boss 1/76≈ 1 .32% 5/76≈6.58% Total No 89 77/76≈101.32% *These values are for platinum remains. Sapphire and gold remains contribute to completion, but by 0.25/76 and 0.375/76 respectively. Crash Nitro Kart (PS2, Xbox,
GameCube) To reach 100% completion, the player must have all the trophies, CNK tokens, gems, remains, and keys, and then must beat Velo again to unlock the 100% cutscene (which varies between teams). An additional 1% to earn 101% can be obtained if the player receives all remnants of gold or
platinum. Item % Value Number of Total Item % Cup Item 3% 12 36% CNK Token 1% 16 16% Pearl 2% 4 8% Relic 2% 13 26% Boss Key 3% 4 12% Defeat Ve Had 2% 1 2% obtain all remnants of gold or platinum 1% 1% 1% total N/A 50 101% Purple Bandicoot crash: Ripto rampage to reach 100%
completion, player must colect all crystals and gemstones, Win all kinds of weightlifting games, And beat all the bosses. An additional 5% can be earned by collecting trading cards, requiring at least 125* full completion tickets. Item % Item Value Number Including % Crystal Item 2% 25 50% Pearl 1%
25% Boss 3% 5 15% Weightlifting Mini Games 2% 5 10% Trading Cards 0.04% 125* 5% Total N/A 185 105% *Although there are 200 trading cards to obtain, Only the first 125 count towards completion, that being the number required to unlock all 5 bonus mini games. Please note that getting 125 trading
cards requires trading with a copy of Spyro Orange: Cortex Conspiracy, because without doing so it is only possible to reach 104%. Crash Twinsanity 100% completion is reached by collecting all crystals and gems and defeating all bosses. A special abbreviation is unlocked in the add-in menu (which
varies between regions). Crash tag racing team to get the maximum percentage, 100%, player must win all chicken challenges, get all the crystals, find all Die-O-Ramas, unlock all jokes, and unlock all vehicles and car upgrades. There is no additional reward for reaching 100% completion. Titans Crash
(PS2, Xbox 360, Wii, PSP) 100% completion can be achieved by All voodoo dolls (including all Golden Park dolls) and by fully upgrading Crush by getting enough mojo (around a million plus). Crash: Brain over mutation (PS2, Xbox 360, Wii, PSP) 100% completion can be achieved by unlocking all
voodoo dolls, golden wumpa fruit (health upgrade), fully upgrade all titans (except Titan heroes) by getting enough mojo, fully upgrading crash by getting 100,000 mojos and all golden wumpa fruit and unlock all costumes. Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy can be completed in the remake of the first game
Crash Bandicoot 102% by completing all levels, as well as receiving all gems and keys, with gold or platinum remains contributing the 2%. The game can end to a maximum of 105% by completing its stormy rise bonus level and receiving its related gem. Similarly, the remake of Crash Bandicoot 2: Cortex
Strikes Back also has a maximum of 102% completion, again with remnants of gold or platinum contributing the latter 2%. Like the original, the remake of Crash Bandicoot: 105% completed, and is achieved in the same way. However, the percentage can be increased to 108% by getting relic gems from
the future time level to download. Item % Item Value Number Includes % Bandicoot Crash Item Level 2% 28*** 56% Pearl 1% 27% Key 4% 2 8% Relic 1%* 27 2% Boss 2% 6 12% Total N/A 90 105%** Bandicoot Crash 2: Cortex Hits Back Crystal 2% 25 50% Pearl 1% 42 42% Secret Exit 1% 5 5 % Final
Boss 3% 1 3% Relic 1%* 27 2% Total N/A 100 102% Bandicoot Crash: Crystal Contigation 1% 25% 25% Pearl 1% 47% Relic 1% 31% Boss 1% 5 5% Total N/A 108 108% *Each relic must be obtained to get an additional 1% on a save file for the first two games. Another 1% can be added by having any
remnant in gold or platinum status. **Due to malfunction, 105% can only be reached if a pig is complete, groping on a dark ascent and stormy are completed (with gems) before finishing the final boss level. If Cortex is defeated first, the counter will never go through 104%, and the only way to get the extra
1% is to start a new game. Apart from the 27 standard levels that include Stormy Rise, Completion and Step Through the 'Great Hall' level (not the alternate end) will contribute 2% to the completion state. The nitro-fueled racing crash team in this game, the highest percentage is 101%. To get 101%, the
player must collect all the trophies, CTR tokens, gems, and have a gold or platinum relic on each track. Item % Value Number of Total Item % From Cup Item 2% 16 32% CTR Token 1% 20 20% Pearl 1% 5% Relic 2% 18 36% Boss Key 1% 4 4% N. Oxide Challenge 2% 1 2% N. Oxide Final Challenge 1%
1 1% Achieve all remnants of gold or platinum 1% 1% total N/A 63 101% Bandicoot crash 4: It's time each level contains 6 gems, with a total of 228 clear gems in normal mode, 228 N. Mode, and 4 colored gemstones. Receiving the remains N. Sanely Perfect, relics and time trial skins, as well as
flashback remains from flashback levels, you will also have 106%, giving you a 100% even and a 106% secret ending. Item % Item Value Number Of Item Total % Item Levels 1% 34 100% Pearl 6% 228 2% N. Verted Gem 3% 228 1% Relic (Standard, N. Sanely and Flashback) 1% 38 1% and 106%
Flashback Levels 2% 21% Timeline Levels 1% 9 1% Trivia Unlike other games, where 100% finish is usually seen when the player finishes the game again at It's Time you can see the 100% and 106% end in the gallery of the game. Just like crash twin. Twins.
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